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CONTEXT:
Welcome to A Level Media Studies. Our subject gives you an opportunity to explore
the contemporary world of media through the study of a range of media forms. You
will explore advertising and marketing, newspapers, music videos, radio, television,
online media, video games and the film industry in order to examine how each form
communicates meaning to its audience: how do producers represent people, places
and events through their text? What methods do they use to target an audience and
how has that target audience been constructed? A crucial part of our subject is the
ability to think critically about the meaning behind these texts, understanding how
producers try to influence and inform societies – and how and why these messages
have changed. To get the most from A level Media Studies you need a genuine love
of media in all its forms and a desire to actively read and use a wide range of these
forms with interest.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Complete the two tasks set following instructions as to how long each response
should be. Be ready to submit in September with a cover sheet. Remember to include
your name and word count on each task.
Do not use online resources for research – focus on conveying your own
response and ideas.
COMPONENT 1: Media Products, Industries and Audiences
Task 1: Complete detailed research of the newspaper industry including:





What national newspapers are on sale in the UK?
Are they popular (tabloid) or quality (broadsheet) newspapers; what’s the
difference and how do you know?
Where do the newspapers stand politically – do they support a political
party? Can you find examples of front covers that would highlight this
political leaning?
What difficulties are the newspaper industry facing?

This should be 400-500 words and can be either bullet-points or prose.
Task 2:
Compare how meaning is created in the front covers of the Daily Mirror
and The Times, both published in November 2016, the day after Donald
Trump was elected president of the United States. You should consider:
 The images / colours / layout of each front cover
 The language that is used on both and what that suggests
 The political view of both papers and how that might create meaning
to readers.
You should spend time annotating the two sources before writing an essay of
comparison. This should be between around 800 words and handwritten.

Print Resource 1: the Daily Mirror’s front page, published 10th November
2016.

Print Resource 2: The Times front and back page, published 10th
November 2016.

